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Abstract: With increasing complexity in SoC architecture in today’s embedded systems demand for more software applications is increasing. Time to market plays an important role for any product to win the market. Device drivers and stability pre-silicon (prior to silicon arrival) plays a very important role. To develop, integrate, system test and debug device drivers like Memory, I2C, PCIE, USB etc. with real world use cases, availability of hardware board is necessary. Availability of hardware board traditionally happens towards the later stages of the project life cycle. The best solution is using SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation models to verify device drivers early. This ensures the readiness of device drivers even before the hardware availability and effectively reduces time to market (TTM). Aim of this thesis is to develop Host based SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation model for Memory device driver verification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The scope of the paper is to develop interconnect bus, memory model using SystemC-TLM2.0, API(Application Peripheral Interface) functions for host based the CPU, C based memory driver tests and perform the validation by running driver tests. Interconnect bus design is modeled efficiently which can be ported with minor changes to reuse to perform the design with different master slave numbers. Scope of the thesis limits to only Memory drivers, additional drivers like I2C, PCIE, USB etc. can be verified by developing respective hardware models in SystemC-TLM2.0 and plugging into one of the interconnect bus slaves.

II. DESIGN OF SYSTEMC-TLM2.0 SIMULATION MODEL AND DEVICE DRIVER

A. Design and verification procedure

Design and Verification procedure flow is as shown in the Figure 1. and steps are mentioned below:

1) Design and unit level verify the Memory model using SystemC-TLM2.0. The same model is instantiated twice for Memory0 and Memory1 instance.
2) Design the interconnect bus model and Verify the design with unit level verification using SystemC-TLM2.0.
3) Design the Host based CPU APIs for Memory device driver interactions using C/C++.
4) Integrate Host Based CPU, Memory and Interconnect model in SystemC and generate an executable.
5) Develop the Memory driver infrastructure, API supporting common functions.
6) Develop C based memory driver tests and ISR related test cases using APIs.
7) Verify the design and capture the simulation results

Figure 1: Flow chart of design and verification procedure

Design and flow and verification flow can be planned in parallel to speed up the procedure to get the faster results. For example, Memory driver development can go in parallel while the simulation model development is ongoing.

B. Block diagram of the design

Figure 2. shows the block diagram of SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation model for Memory device driver verification. Simulation model mimics the hardware components in SystemC-TLM2.0 and Memory device driver - test code shows the C based test code abstracted at software HAL (Hardware Abstraction) layer. Below is the brief description of each component of the block diagram:

- **Host based CPU**: It implements the Application Program Interface (API) functions to interface Memory device driver calls to the SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation models.
- **Interconnect**: It is an interconnect bus model developed using SystemC-TLM2.0. It decodes the incoming transaction address and sends the transaction to Memory1 or Memory2. It also generates bus error for the invalid transactions.
- **Memory**: Memory model is an abstracted SystemC-TLM2.0 model. Supports normal memory read/write operations through b_transport interface and direct memory access through direct memory interface (DMI).
- **Memory Device Driver**: Test Code: It is a C based test code infrastructure having memory access test cases and interrupt test cases.

Integration of all the blocks is done using...
SystemC-TLM2.0. There are two different levels of integrations. One is for the unit level verification and another is for the Memory device driver verification. Executable is generated to perform the verification.

![SystemC-TLM2.0 Simulation Model for Memory Device Driver Verification](image)

**Figure 2: Block diagram of SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation model**

### C. Integration and executable generation

Integration is the process of binding sub components and making it into one system. Procedure involved in integration of design blocks of simulation model for unit level verification and for Memory device driver verification is explained below.

#### A. Integration for Unit level verification

Unit level verification is sub system level verification performed using SystemC-TLM2.0 test bench. This requires the development SystemC-TLM2.0 mem_top test bench (mem_top_tb). Interfaces of mem_top_tb will be same as the mem_top module but with the ports polarity reversed.

#### B. Integration for Memory device driver verification

Memory device driver verification is C based verification. The required models for integration are mem_top, host based CPU model. This integrated block is called the simulation model (sim_top). Memory device driver test cases are written using C. Test cases and test case description remains same for the unit level verification or Memory device driver verification. Generic flow for Memory device driver test case development is explained below

Register an ISR:

- write an isr_handler function to handle the error_int interrupt : void isr_handler();
- register an ISR using register_isr API: register_isr(unsigned int_number, *ISR function pointer*)

Write transaction:

- Define the target write address (addr) and write value (data)
- Use API for write transaction write_port(unsigned int addr, unsigned int data)
- Check for the received data, if read data and write data is same test is reported as Pass else test is reported as Fail.

### C. Executable generation

The steps involved for executable generation unit level verification and Memory device driver verification are explained below.

**Step1:** In case of Memory device driver verification - Open the host_based_cpu solution in MSVC. Build the MSVC project solution which will generate executable host_based_cpu-Debug.exe. And in case of unit level verification - Open the mem_top_tb solution in MSVC. Build the msvc project solution which will generate executable mem_top_tb-Debug.exe.

**Step2:** Build the Memory device driver test code as dll (dynamic linked library) and copy the memorydriver_dll_if.dll to the host_based_cpu solution folder. (Note: device driver test code is developed in C, hence any C compiler can be used to build the solution, in this project GCC compiler has been used). Step2 is skipped in case of Unit level verification.

Note: Linking errors can be caught only during execution, make sure all API definitions are defined in host based CPU model.

#### Tools overview

**Tools used:**

- Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 version (installation can be customized only for C/C++)
- Additional libraries: SystemC 2.3 (from open source SystemC initiative web source)
- GTKWave 3.3 - waveform viewer

#### Languages used:

- SystemC/TLM2.0 - For Simulation model development
- C - For Device driver test code development

### III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Aim of the work is to verify Memory device driver test code using the SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation model. Figure. 3. Shows the Console window pop up to select options for test case to run. It provides the provision to either to run individual test case or run the regression (run all test case one by one in a single loop). Make a selection of intended test cases and observe the test results.

#### A. Results interpretation

- After running each test cases console window prints the test Pass or Fail results.
- SystemC-TLM2.0 also provides the options for signal tracing. We can add the required signals for tracing from the test bench code. After the simulation run is complete, it will generate the VCD file which can be opened using any waveform viewer. In this project GTKWAVE has been used. TABLE I. shows the sc_trace signals and its description used for the test results interpretations.
Table 1: List of sc_trace signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clk</td>
<td>sc_time</td>
<td>26MHZ clk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rst</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Active low reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>unsigned int</td>
<td>random 32 bit address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>unsigned int</td>
<td>random 32 bit data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cmd</td>
<td>unsigned int</td>
<td>TLM_READ_COMMAND = 0x0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_WRITE_COMMAND = 0x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_IGNORE_COMMAND = 0x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>response</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>TLM_OK_RESPONSE = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_INCOMPLETE_RESPONSE = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_GENERIC_ERROR_RESPONSE = -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_ADDRESS_ERROR_RESPONSE = -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_COMMAND_ERROR_RESPONSE = -3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_BURST_ERROR_RESPONSE = -4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TLM_BYTE_ENABLE_ERROR_RESPONSE = -5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error_int</td>
<td>bool</td>
<td>Interrupt generation indication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Memory access tests results

Memory0: Single word Write and Read test:
Figure 4. are the waveform for the single word read and write. As shown in waveform, WRITE is done to address 0x00003F28 with the data 0xABABABAB. On reading with the address 0x00003F28 the read data is same as written data 0xABABABAB.

Memory0: Memory access test without DMI:
Figure 5. is the memory access with the transfer length of 128 bytes. In this test write and read is performed to consecutive aligned address (0x00003F20, 0x00003F24, 0x00003F28 and 0x00003F2c) without DMI request. As expected READ data from the WRITE address is same. In the waveform, there is a new b_transport call initiated from cpu for every aligned address transaction. All b_transport calls will go through all transport interfaces (interconnect bus model). For a transfer of bigger data chunks like 1000MB this behavior will be a simulation bottle neck.

Memory0: Memory access test with DMI:
Figure 6. is the memory access with the transfer length of 128 bytes. In this test write and read is performed to consecutive aligned address (0x00003F20, 0x00003F24, 0x00003F28 and 0x00003F2c) with a DMI request. As expected READ data from the WRITE address is same. In the waveform, there only one b_transport call initiated from cpu for all aligned address transaction with DMI request. This b_transport call will go through all transport interfaces (interconnect bus model). As target Memory0 model supports DMI, it acknowledges the request and sends DMI pointer. Subsequent DMI call bypass the interconnect components and does the memcpy with respect to received direct memory pointer.

Interconnect: Default slave read and write
This test is for checking TLM_ADDRESS_ERROR_RESPONSE and error interrupt generation. Figure 7. shows the waveform for error_int generation for an invalid address. Interconnect bus model checks the incoming address 0x0002F80 which does not belong to Memory0 or Memory1 address ranges and it generates an error interrupt and updates its response status as TLM_ADDRESS_ERROR_RESPONSE. Handling of interrupt differs for unit level verification and driver level variation.
At unit level SystemC SC_THREAD callback sensitive to error_int handles the interrupt whereas at driver level ISR (Interrupt Service Routine) function callback handles the interrupt. ISR will be registered in the beginning of test initializations.

![Figure 7: Snapshot of waveform of default slave read write test](image)

- Memory0/1:TLM_COMMAND_ERROR_RESPONE checking

This test is for checking TLM_COMMAND_ERROR_RESPONE and error interrupt generation. Figure 8 shows the waveform of error_int(error interrupt) generation for an invalid command. Target Memory0/1 model checks the command received TLM_IGNORE_COMMAND which is not either TLM_WRITE_COMMAND or TLM_READ_COMMAND and hence it cancel the transaction by setting its response status as TLM_COMMAND_ERRORRESPONSE. Interconnect bus model checks received command error response and generates and interrupt. Handling of interrupt differs for unit level verification and driver level variation. At unit level SystemC SC_THREAD callback sensitive to error_int handles the interrupt whereas at driver level ISR (Interrupt Service Routine) function callback handles the interrupt. ISR will be registered in the beginning of test initializations.

![Figure 8: Snapshot of waveform of error_int generation for invalid command test](image)

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Developed Host based SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation model. Developed unit level test bench and verified the simulation model. Developed test infrastructure and C test cases for Memory device driver. Performed driver verification by running intended test cases and recorded the test results. This project has demonstrated host based simulation model flow and the integration of Memory device driver earlier in the design process. Current thesis just provides the frame work for Host based SystemC-TLM2.0 simulation model for the Memory device driver verification. The frame work can be reused and enhanced for other device drivers like I2C, PCIE, and USB etc. This requires the availability of SystemC-TLM2.0 IP models for I2C, PCIE and USB etc. as per the product specification.
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